PLEASE BE CAREFUL - there is traffic coming from both the upper and lower entrances / exits to this garage from two different roadways. You will need to pay for your parking at the blue kiosk in the RMCIC Lobby Level parking machines before you go to your car.

South Neville and Hamerschlag (or Boundary if Hamerschlag is unknown) is the best GPS address for the Garage. It is marked as the GATES Garage and with a triangular P parking sign. (and not RMCIC signage)

RMCIC Garage Parking (approaching from CIC Bldg from the airport using Forbes Avenue)
Turn LEFT onto S.Craig Street
Turn RIGHT onto Winthrop Street
Turn RIGHT onto S.Neville Street
Turn slight LEFT (just before the train tracks) into the CIC Garage.
Turn left and try to park on Level G4 - about two full revolutions around (double elevators are marked with level numbers)
The EXIT to outdoor patio and path shown above to Roberts Hall / Singleton room is on G4
Turn left out of elevator; head to concrete wall with “window” opening; the door is to the left of that.
Follow path somewhat shown above; a new building has been added since this version; hopefully our PDL event signage will still be posted)